
 

 

  CKYC compliance is simple and supercheap
             

Backbone for many CKYC software brands
white-labeling since 2016
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CKYC PROCESS

India’s 1st core banking software with builtin 
CKYC module for NBFC, Co-operative Banks, 
Nidhi Companies and Money lenders. 
seamlessly works in the background
with CERSAI while you do business.
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bdg@icrats.com
+ 91 735 615 0111

CKYC off the shelf 
 The leading and most trusted CKYC 

automation software for financial institutions 

Worried about
CKYC Compliance?

ckyci
Integrates with any software 

is built on an advanced
microservice architecture.It empowers 

your business to comply with CKYCscan QR



-Co-operative Bank, since 1999
-Non-banking finance company, 2003 
-(Kerala) Money lending, 2007
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-Nidhi company, 2014
-Central KYC (CKYC), 2016

AI & ML, RPA, IoT
Web, E-commerce development
Mobile dev. - Native, Cross-platform 
Cloud solutions, Azure, AWS
CMS, Portal, SharePoint,  since 2007
Microsoft/Office 365, Power Apps
CRM, Salesforce, Dynamics 365
BI, Synapse, Analytics, Power BI
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Human Resource mngmt, 2009
Auto Dealer & Service mngmt, 2013
Core Banking & Online Banking for,

iCrats Technologies is a full-service software development company that accelerates 
digital transformation. We are the 1st CKYC automation, Core Banking & Online Banking 
software providers for Co-operative banks, NBFC, Money lenders and Nidhi companies.

          +91 735 615 0111

www.icrats.com
We Love Referrals! Refer & Earn Goodies,
accelerate our drive to become the No. 1

bdg@icrats.com

Design and deliver globally 
Our offices: IND | USA | UK | UAE | CA | AUS

Takes care of the enitre customer
onboarding and CKYC compliance

Built in maker-checker facility

Intergratable with any software that
can talk with APIs.  

Auto uploads data on off-peak
times to CERSAI portal

Intact CKYC data verification at source
to avoid rejections from CERSAI

Supports bulk-batch upload and
SFTP.

The AI powered intelligent tool 
generates compressed KYC upload

Batch cropping of photos, signatures
and KYC docs as per CKYC specs.

Digital vault - Store KYC files in digital 
format in a structured way.

Automatically pull the CKYC numbers
from the Portal.

Central view and controls of branch
wise KYC data.

View reasons and take remedial
actions in case of rejections


